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"While Mr. Trump's takeover proposal caused AMR's stock price to climb 20% to $99.875, many
takeover speculators said yesterday they were unconvinced that Mr. Trump's bid is in fact a serious
one. In one sign of market skepticism, the stock's closing price was well below Mr. Trump's $120
bid.
" 'The question we have is: "Is Trump selling the stock today?"' said an arbitrager at another
major Wall Street firm."
Wall Street Journal, 6 October, 1989.
1. Introduction
When a takeover bid is announced, when someone announces the acquisition of a substantial
position in a firm, or when a major stockholder announces his or her views on how the company
should be operated,' one generally observes significant changes in the firm's stock price. It is clear
that the announcer is aware of this effect and may make the announcement because of this effect.
For example, many observers were concerned that Trump's bid for AMR was not really serious,
that he was interested in taking advantage of the announcement effect. In fact, Trump recognized
this possibility and made additional announcements designed to alleviate this skepticism.
The possibility that a takeover bid is designed solely to allow the bidder to drive up the stock
price, sell his holdings at the higher price and drop the bid has not been studied nor incorporated
into analyses of takeovers. The purpose of this paper is to explore the viability of this type of
manipulation and its effects on takeover attempts.2
While baldly dropping the bid after selling the initial position is of dubious legality, a bidder
commonly attaches many conditions to the bid which enable him to legally withdraw it. For exam-
ple, of the top 25 cancellations of 1985, ten were canceled because conditions of the bid were not
met.3 As an example of such conditions, Edelman's offer for Fruehauf included stipulations regard-
ing financing availability and the number of shares tendered, along with the following remarkably
broad proviso:
I Here, we are thinking of announcements such as Icahn's preference for a restructuring of USX. See Wall Street
Journal, 6 October, 1989.
2 Benabou and Laroque (1989] is the only paper that we are aware of that considers a form of manipulation.
The most important differences between their model and ours is that their manipulator simply makes a public
announcement at no cost and that there is an exogenously given probability that he speaks the truth. There
is a growing literature on related practices such as informed speculation (see Admati and Pifeiderer (1988] and
Kyle (1989]), and insider trading (Mirman and Samuelson (1988], Fishman and Hagarty (1989] and Ausubel
(1989]). The difference between manipulation and these other practices is that manipulation involves publicly
observable actions designed to alter the stock price.
a The remaining fifteen were canceled either because the bidder lost the bidding contest or because of the
target's defensive responses. See Mergers and Acquisitions Almanac, 1986.
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Purchaser is not required to accept shares if any change occurred or is threatened in business,
properties, assets, liabilities, capitalization, shareholders' equity, financial conditions, opera-
tions, licenses or franchises, results of operations or prospects of Company, its subsidiaries
or purchaser which in the sole judgment of the purchaser is or may be materially adverse to
the company or if the purchaser becomes aware of any fact, occurance or proposed occarance
which, in the sole judgment of the purchaser, is or may be materially adverse with respect to
the value of the Company or its subsidiaries, or the value of the shares to the Purchaser.
For the bidder to be able to manipulate the target's stock price he must be able to drop the bid
but he must also be able to sell his shares before dropping the bid. This is possible so long as the
SEC does not deem it manipulation.4 Since it is extremely difficult to assess intent and since the
bidder can enlist the aid of others to sell stock,5 it is clear that manipulation is possible.
The important features of our model are the following. First, the value of the firm if control is
transferred to the bidder is known only to the bidder, not to any other market participant. Second,
the bidder can buy shares in the market before announcing the bid. Third, consistent with current
regulations, the bidder is permitted to sell his shares but not buy any in the market after making a
bid. Finally, we model the market for the target firm's shares by assuming that there are perfectly
competitive market makers and noise traders.
We will show that there is a unique equilibrium which can take one of three forms depending
predominantly on how costly it is to bid. In equilibrium, the possible bidder valuations are divided
into four intervals, which we will refer to by the action chosen by the bidder if his valuation is in
that range. If the bidder's valuation is in the lowest interval, he is inactive-that is, he does not
acquire a stake in the firm. The next lowest interval contains the manipulators. If the bidder's
valuation is in this range, he acquires a stake in the target, bids, sells his shares in the market,
and drops his bid. The next interval contains the investors-bidders who acquire an investment
position in the target but do not bid. Finally, the high valuations are the serious bidders. If the
bidder's valuation is in this interval, he acquires a stake in the target firm, makes a takeover bid
and does not drop the bid.
In the unique equilibrium, the inactive and serious intervals are always noempty. However,
one of the other t wo intervals Can be empty and we will distinguish the forms of the equilibrium by
which is nonempty. Hence, we have the possibility of an equilibrium with only investors, referred
4' It is our understanding that if the bidder holds less than about 20% of the target firmn's shares, he can sell
them while the bid is open.
* Recall Boeskys use of Jeffries in his illegal activities.
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to as an i-form, the possibility of an equilibrium with only manipulators, referred to as an m-form
and the possibility of an equilibrium with both, referred to as an im-form.
If it is quite costly to bid, manipulation will never be profitable and so we will have an i-form
equilibrium. In this form, only serious bidders bid and so the stockholders know that the bid will
not be dropped. As a result, the target firm's stock price rises to the bid. For lower bidding costs,
either investing or manipulation may occur and so we will have an im-form equilibrium. If the
bidding costs are still lower, manipulation is so profitable that investing is never optimal and so we
will have an m-form equilibrium. When a bid is made in either of these two types of equilibrium,
it signals that the bidder is either serious or a manipulator. If the stockholders could determine
the motivation for the bid, then the stock price would accurately reflect the bidder's intentions and
the manipulator would earn no profits. Hence, to earn profits, the manipulator must emulate the
behavior of a serious bidder and so chooses the same bid. As a result, the stock price rises when
a bid is made because of the possibility that the bid was made by a serious bidder. However, the
stock price remains lower than the bid because of the possibility of manipulation.
We can use our model to assess the impact of a prohibition on manipulation.6 If manipulation
is prohibited, the bidder is either inactive, an investor or a serious bidder. Clearly, if the bidding
costs are such that the bidder would not have chosen to manipulate, then the prohibition has
absolutely no effect. The prohibition alters behavior in either of the other forms of equilibrium
because the most profitable action for some valuations is no longer permitted.
In an im-form equilibrium, a would-be manipulator chooses to be inactive if his valuation is
relatively low and invests otherwise. In the m-form equilibrium, the would-be manipulator chooses
to invest if his valuation is relatively low and chooses to make a serious bid otherwise. Since the
response differs depending on the form of the equilibrium, the consequences of a prohibition depend
on the form of equilibrium.
In an im-form, the prohibition does not affect the set of valuations for which the bidder
makes a serious bid and so the only effect comes from the knowledge that if a bid is made, then
the bidder is serious. As a result, after a bid is made, the stock price rises to the bid. In an
rn-form equilibrium, .a prohibition on manipulation has two important additional effects. First,
6 In the context of our model, such a prohibition would be equivalent to a prohibition on selling shares in the
open market if a bidder has an outstanding takeover bid.
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the prohibition leads to some efficient takeovers occurring when otherwise, they would not have.
The reason is that the prohibition induces the bidder to make a serious bid rather than manipulate
for certain valuations. As we will show, these additional takeovers are always efficient. Second,
and related, the prohibition will result in a lower bid. Therefore, prohibiting manipulation benefits
a serious bidder in an m-form equilibrium. Further, it has no effect on a serious bidder in either of
the other two forms. Hence, we conclude that such a prohibition weakly benefits a serious bidder
and weakly increases the probability that an efficient takeover bid is made.
To assess the impact of a prohibition on the target firm's stockholders, we assume that prior to
the bid, they do not know whether or not they will be one of the noise traders-that is, they may
have to sell their shares for "liquidity" reasons. We show that whether manipulation is prohibited
or not, the stockholder's expected payoff per share conditional on not being a noise trader is exactly
the expected value of the target's share prior to the arrival of the bidder. The per share expected
payoff to a noise trader is smaller when manipulation is possible because the price she receives for
her shares is below the expected value of the stock. The loss to the noise traders is the source
of the manipulator's profits. Hence, ez ante (prior to learning if she will be a noise trader), each
stockholder prefers the prohibition on manipulation.
One important consequence of such a prohibition will be its effects on the incentives of potential
bidders to search for potential targets. Intuitively, prohibiting manipulation eliminates one possible
source of profits from bidding, suggesting that a prohibition decreases the amount of search that
is done. However, the situation is not that simple. The prohibition decreases the profits of
manipulators, does not affect investors, and may increase the profits of serious bidders. Therefore, if
the bidder has some prior information about the value of the firm under his control, the prohibition
decreases search by a bidder who is likely to have a relatively low valuation and increases search by
a bidder who is likely to have a relatively high valuation. The possibility of manipulation results
in a social loss because of the reduction in the probability of an efficient takeover occurring and,
since search is costly, from rent seeking by the low valuation bidders. However, one must be careful
to realize that this conclusion requires that the bidder have prior information about the value of
the target under his control. In the absence of prior information, the prohibition may discourage
search. If so, there miay be a trade-off between providing incentives to search and generating
efficient outcomes given that search has occurred.
Thus, the prohibition weakly benefits the serious bidder, weakly increases the chances of an
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efficient takeover, weakly benefits the target firm's stockholders, and does not affect the market
makers (they are perfect competitors). Further, if the bidder has prior information about the
value of the target under his control, the prohibition encourages efficient search and discourages
inefficient search.
The paper is organized as follows. The model and its equilibrium are described in section 2.
In section 3, we explain the effects of prohibiting manipulation and describe the properties of the
equilibrium. In section 4, we offer some concluding remarks.
2. The Model
We assume that there is one potential bidder, whom we will refer to as Ted. He has learned
that the per share value of the target if he acquired control would be y. This value is his private
information and is not known by the current stockholders of the target firm nor any other potential
participant in the market for the target's shares. The per share value of the target if control is
not transferred is z which is unknown to all. Since the target firm's assets are used by whoever
controls it, z and y can be thought of as correlated random variables. We assume that they are
related in the following ways.
Both x and y have finite supports, [I, x], and [y, g] respectively. We assume that g > E[z I
y = y], y < E[z y = y] and that p - E[z] = E[x j y = p]. We also assume
dE[z|I y = y']
(1) 0 < < 1.
This assumption guarantees that learning that y is high is good news but not too good. The idea
is that since both the current management and Ted intend to use the same assets, some but not
all of an increase in Ted's valuation should be attributed to the value of those assets and should
be reflected in an increase in the expected value of a share under current management. We also
assume that7
d E [z|y >y']<1
(2) 0 < -d<y1
Before discussing our other technical assumptions, we will describe the sequence of decisions.
As we stated above, we assume that Ted has already learned his valuation-we do not model the
7 It is not diffiCult to show that (1) and (2) are independent ssumptioRs.
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information acquisition choice explicitly. After learning his valuation, he can acquire a position in
the target firm. Next, he is permitted to make a takeover bid. After the bid is made, the market
for the target's stock opens and trade in the firm's stock is permitted. When the market doses,
Ted then decides whether or not to drop the bid. If he does not drop the bid, then the current
stockholders of the target firm make their tendering decisions.
In stage 1, Ted decides how many shares in the target firm, if any, to acquire in the market. We
assume that he cannot acquire more than I shares and that he can purchase shares at p (= E[z]).
We make the former assumption because current SEC regulations require that one must announce
one's holdings within ten days of having acquired 5% of a. firm's outstanding shares. This results
in a limit on the number of shares that can be acquired before the bidder's presence is made known
to the market. The latter assumption, that these shares can be acquired at the expected value
of x, is equivalent to assuming that the market participants believe that there is an infinitesimal
probability that a bidder will appear for any particular firm.
In stage 2, if Ted chooses to bid, he is assumed to make an any-and-all bid of b for the
target. As a result, if the stockholders actually get to tender their shares to Ted, they know
that he will purchase every share tendered at 6. We also assume that Ted can exclude8 minority
stockholders from enough of the increase in the value of the firm so that a minority stockholder
receives z < p per share.9 We assume that there is a strictly positive cost of bidding that depends
on the bidder's valuation, c(g), where C'(y) < 0. Intuitively, we are assuming that part of Ted's
cost of bidding involves trying to prove that he is serious about acquiring the target. The higher
is Ted's valuation, the less difficult it is for him to appear to be a serious bidder. We will also
assume that k dE[-=y'] +c,(y) > 0 and that c(g) < N(g - E(z|=])
In stage 3, trade in the target's stock occurs. We assume that there are M > 2 competitive
market makers in the firm's stock each of whom quotes a price he will buy shares at and a price
he will sell shares at. We will refer to these as the buying and selling prices, respectively." Each
8 For a discussion of the effects of exclusion, see Bagnoli and Lipman (1988].
sLittle in our analysis would change if Ted was assumed to make a conditional bid for 100% of the shares or
if he is assumed to make a two-tiered bid with a lower back end price. Only small differences arise in the
analysis of the tendering decisions of the stockholders.
10 The former implies that as yg incre ases, Ted's profits from manipulation rise slower than his pralts from taking
an investment position. The latter implies that if y = 9, then Ted prefers to acquire control of the target rather
than take an investment position.
" Of course, it-is more common in the literature to refer to these as bid and asks. We do not do so in order to
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market maker stands ready to meet all demand and supply at the prices he quotes and tenders any
shares that remain in inventory optimally. Any current stockholder can choose to sell shares in the
market and any potential investor is permitted to buy shares. While a bid is outstanding Ted is
prohibited from acquiring shares in the market but he is permitted to sell his shares.1 2 However,
we do not permit him to sell short. We also assume that there'are noise traders in this market.
That is, some stockholders choose to sell their shares for reasons that remain unmodelled. We
assume that the number of shares these traders sell is random with expectation 7 > 0, the only
important aspect of the noise trading for our analysis.13
In stage 4, Ted is permitted to withdraw his bid, i.e., drop the takeover attempt. If he does
not drop his bid, then, in stage 5, the stockholders choose how many shares to tender. We assume
that there are N shares of the target firm outstanding and that K is the number of shares needed
to obtain control of the target. We assume that K > N/2 and that Ted's holdings are not so large
that he has already acquired controlling interest in the target (K > k).
The payoffs are as follows. Each stockholder is risk neutral and her payoff is the sum of the
value of any shares not sold plus the payments received for any shares sold either in the market
or to Ted, less any payments for shares purchased in the market. Each market maker's payoff is
simply the profits earned. Ted pays y per share for his original position, the cost of bidding if he
makes a bid, and b per share for shares tendered to him. He receives the payments for any shares
sold in the market and the value of any shares held.
We will seek a sequential equilibrium to the game. A sequential equilibrium is a vector of
strategies and beliefs for the players such that each player's strategy is a best reply given the
beliefs and the strategies of the other players. Further, whenever possible, the beliefs must satisfy
Bayes' rule. We impose a further restriction on beliefs which is essentially the same as Grossman
and Perry's [1986] perfect sequential equilibrium. In the text, we describe the unique equilibrium
and provide intuition for it. The technical details are relegated to the Appendix.
As is usual, the game is solved backwards. Let z' be the expectation of x given what the
stockholders have observed up to stage 5 including that the bid has not been dropped. To simplify
avoid potential confusion between the market maker's bid and Ted's takeover bid.
12 As we mentioned above, these restrictions conform with current regulation.
13 None of the analysis-is altered if 'y is a function of either the bid or the buying price.
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the discussion, we restrict attention in the text to the case where b > z* 2 p. As shown in the
Appendix, this will hold in equilibrium. To see intuitively why it holds, recall that the value of the
target if it remains independent is positively correlated with Ted's valuation. Since the observation
of a bid that is not dropped is good news about y, it is good news about X. Hence, xe > p. The
reason that the bid exceeds Xe is that the stockholders will not sell shares to Ted if he bids less
than this.
Given that b> Xe p, stages 4 and 5 are quite simple. Recall that p < z. Hence, in stage 5,
each stockholder can either choose to sell a share for b or hold it and have it become worth either
X' if Ted fails or z if he succeeds. Since both are less than the bid, each stockholder has a dominant
strategy-tender every share. Given this, in stage 4, if Ted continues with the bid, he purchases
all of the remaining shares. Our assumptions guarantee that there is a critical valuation, y*, such
that if y y*, Ted continues the bid and drops it otherwise.
Backing up to stage 3, we need to determine how many shares Ted sells while the market for
the target's stock is open. To do this, we must determine the price at which he can sell shares. A
market maker's expected profits as a function of his selling price p, and his buying price p are
E[n,(p, - v.,)+ nb(b - p)]
where nb (vb) and n, (v.,) are the number (value) of shares he buys and sells respectively. Compe-
tition ensures that E[n,(p., - v,)] = 0 and that E[nb(Vb - p)] = 0.14
The former requires that p* = EE',] tiv Since, in equilibrium, the market makers will charge
the same price, the number of shares a market maker sells is his share of total demand. Also,
n, conveys no information about v, because the only person with private information cannot buy
shares. Thus, E[nv,] = E[n,]E[v.,] and so the equilibrium selling price is p* = E~v,]. E~v,] is simply
the probability that the bid is continued given that it was made times bi" plus the probability that
the bid is dropped times the expected value of a, share in this event which we designate as to.
Therefore,
where 4f is the probability that the bid is not dropped given that it was made.
14 Assuming that the market makers play a Bertrand game would generate the same equalities.
isRecall that when b>2 z* z, the stockholders tender every share if they have the opportunity.
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Turning to the equilibrium buying price, competition ensures that p* = E.n v& . With prob-
ability 4, Ted does not drop the bid, in which case v, = b. In the event that he drops the bid,
Vb = w, so E[nbvb] is just kb times the expected number of shares sold to the market maker given
that Ted does not drop the bid plus (1 - 4)w times the expectation of nb conditional on Ted
dropping the bid. Thus, we must analyze Ted's decision to sell shares in the market to determine
the equilibrium buying price.
It is not hard to show that in equilibrium, b > w, so that p* < b with equality only if 4 = 1.
So suppose Ted intends to continue with the takeover attempt. If Ted sells shares, he receives less
for them than he will pay during the tendering stage. Hence, if Ted intends to continue, he will
choose not to sell shares in the market. If he drops the bid, then he receives E[z I y] on any unsold
shares and p* on the shares he sells. If E[x j y] > p*, then he sells none. This is equivalent to
taking an investment position except that he has incurred the costs of bidding. Thus, it could not
have been optimal to bid and so, in equilibrium, we must have p* > E[z I y]. In this case, the
bidder should sell all of his shares. Therefore, if Ted intends to drop the bid, he will sell all of his
shares in the market.
We can now determine the equilibrium buying price. Since, in equilibrium, all of the market
makers will offer the same buying price, the expected number of shares bought when Ted is not
going to drop the bid is this market maker's expected share of the shares sold by noise traders,
7/M. Ted will sell all of his initial position, k, if he is planning to drop the bid and so the expected
number of shares bought by the market maker is M. This means that the equilibrium buying
price is
(3) P, E[nbvb] 7 (1-q4 5)(7+ k)
E[nb] 7 +(1- 4)k 7+ (1- 4)k
Notice that p* can be interpreted as the expected value of a share given that the market maker
can purchase it. Since it is easier to purchase shares when Ted is selling his initial position and
since Ted sells his position only if he intends to drop the lid, there is a lemon's problem.1 6 Being
able to buy shares is bad news. Hence, the probability that Ted continues the bid, 4, exceeds the
probability that he continues given that a share can be acquired, 4,.
Backing up to stage 2, we must determine Ted's optimal bidding strategy. He can choose
16 This feature is standard in microstructure models. See, for example, Glosten and Milgrom (1985] or Admati
and Pfieiderer [1988]..
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whether or not to bid and, if he bids, whether or not to subsequently drop the bid. Thus, Ted can
obtain one of three payoffs-the payoff from bidding and not dropping, the payoff from bidding
and dropping, and the payoff from not bidding.
If Ted is a serious bidder, he does not sell shares in the market, does not drop the bid, and
acquires all outstanding shares. Hence, his payoff is
x*(y)= Ny -(N -k)b -c(y) -kp.
If Ted is an investor, his payoff is
7rt(y) = kE[z | y] - k p,
and if Ted is a manipulator, his payoff is
x"m(y)= kp* - c(y) - kp.
In stage 1, Ted chooses to acquire a position if one of the three payoffs written above is positive.
In every case, if Ted's payoff is positive, it increases in k. The reasons are the following. If Ted
is a serious bidder, he is able to buy the original position at a lower per share price than the bid.
Since he will end up with all of the shares, he is better off if he purchases as many as he can at
the lower price. If Ted is an investor, it must be true that E[z I y] > p and so he is better off the
more shares he acquires. If Ted is a manipulator, he intends to sell his initial position and drop
the bid. If the payoff from doing this is positive, he is selling the shares for more than he paid for
them and so he is better off the more shares he acquires. Hence if Ted acquires an initial position,
he acquires k shares.
Since each of these three potential payoffs depend on Ted's valuation, we will need to know
how each varies with y in order to determine his best action. Holding b and p* constant, our
assumptions on c and the conditional distribution of:, imply that
81*8x 4 9xI
Since x*0 is steepest, there is a critical value, ye, such that ir4(y) max{i(y),,r"'(y)} if and only
if y>2 y,. This is the set of valuations for which Ted is a serious bidder. Analogously, let y; be
the smallest valuation for which Ted's optimal action is to invest and y, the smallest valuation
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for which Ted manipulates. (These valuations are left undefined if the relevant action is never
optimal.)
If Ted's valuation exceeds yc, he seeks to acquire control of the target by making a bid which
is at least the expected value of a share under current management given that the stockholders
have observed that he has made a bid and chosen not to drop it. This conditional expectation is
simply E[z I yc]. Since the serious bidder wishes to acquire the shares at the lowest possible
price, he chooses b = E[x I y ye] regardless of his valuation.
Figures 1-3 show possible configurations of Ted's payoffs. The different figures will correspond
to the different forms of equilibrium referred to in the introduction. In every figure, Ted's optimal
action, as a function of his valuation, is determined by the upper envelope of the three payoff
curves. Figure 1 is drawn under the assumption that this upper envelope does not contain irm
and so corresponds to an i-form equilibrium. Figure 2 is drawn under the assumption that the
upper envelope contains all three payoffs and so corresponds to an im-form equilibrium. Figure 3
is drawn under the assumption that the upper envelope does not contain ir' and so corresponds to
an m-form equilibrium.
So, consider figure 1, an i-form equilibrium. Since rm is not part of the upper envelope, Ted
will not manipulate regardless of his valuation. For low valuations, those between y and y;, Ted
does not acquire a position in the firm. If y is between yi and yc, Ted is an investor. Finally, if
y yec, he is a serious bidder. Since no bid is dropped, the equilibrium buying price is the bid.
Now, consider figure 2, an im-form equilibrium. It differs from figure 1 in that both Vi andTM are part of the upper envelope. Hence there is now a set of valuations for which manipulation
yields the highest profits. If y is less than ym, then, as before, Ted does not acquire a position in
the firm. If y is between ym and yi, he is a manipulator. If y is between y; and ye, then Ted is an
investor. Finally, if y ye, he is a serious bidder.
As discussed above, a serious bidder always bids b = E[z I y' ye]. Clearly, if the market
believes that a bid is made solely for the purpose of manipulating the stock price, the equilibrium
buying price will be p which is less than 6. Hence to maximize manipulat~ion profits, Ted must
emulate a serious bidder and so will bid b = E~z j y > ye. Thus when this bid is observed, the
market can only infer that Ted is either a manipulator or a serious bidder-that is, that yI E [Yin, lii)
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or that y > y,. Using (3), then, the equilibrium buying price is
p*= E[|x I i ye]+ (1 - )E[z |Iy E (y, Yi)J,
where = 74f/[7 + (1 - 4)k] and 4 = Pr[y ye I Iy ye or y E [y,, gi)].
Finally, consider figure 3, an m-form equilibrium. It differs from the previous two figures in
that r1 is no longer part of the upper envelope. Again, if y is less than ymr, Ted does not acquire
a position in the firm. If y is between y,,, and ye, he is a manipulator. Finally, if y y, he is
a serious bidder. As in the previous case, Ted bids b = E[z y yej if he is a manipulator or a
serious bidder. Again, using equation (3), the equilibrium buying price is
p* = E[D I y yc] + (1- )Etz | 3 E [ym,3ye)],
where #= Pr[y y > y 2 ym].
Notice that the differences in the three figures arise from differences in the payoffs that deter-
mine the upper envelope. Looking at their definitions, we see that which figure arises depends on
the costs of bidding. If the costs of bidding are high (meaning that ir" is not part of the upper
envelope), we obtain an i-form equilibrium. If the costs of bidding are lower so that both iri and
rm are part of the upper envelope, we obtain an im-form equilibrium. If the costs are still lower,
iri is not part of the envelope and so we obtain an m-form equilibrium. Summarizing,
Theorem 1: There is a unique equilibrium and, depending on the parameter values, it is
either an i-form, an im-form or an m-form equilibrium.
The proof is in the appendix.
3. Predictions
In this section, we present comparative static results and highlight some of the properties
of the equilibrium. The three exogenous variables of greatest interest are the maximum size of
Ted's initial position, Ik, the total number of outstanding shares in the target, N, and the expected
volume of noise trading, 7.
An increase in the expected volume of noise trading makes it harder for the market maker to
infer Ted's actions. Since there is no manipulation in an i-form equilibrium, this has no effect.
However, in either an im-form or an m-form equilibrium, it is easy to show that p* increases with
an increase in y as does the set of valuations for which Ted manipulates. In the m-form, this has
surprising consequences. In particular, the equilibrium bid rises and the probability that a serious
bid is made declines when the volume of noise trading increases. The reason is that, in an m-form,
the lowest valuation that makes a serious bid is indifferent between acquiring and manipulating.
Therefore, anything that makes manipulation profits rise, such as an increase in y, makes the
bidder's desire to take over the firm a more positive signal about y and hence about x. As a result,
a serious bidder must pay more to acquire the firm.
The consequences of an increase in N or k are ambiguous. To show this, we present a simple
numerical example of an im-form equilibrium. In this example, y is uniformly distributed on [0,2],
x = }y + E and E is independent of y and distributed uniformly on [0,1]. Hence jy = 1. Finally,
assume that c(y) = ao - a1y.
Increases in N can be interpreted as the effect of considering a takeover attempt on a more
valuable target. As can be seen from Table 1, unambiguous predictions about the effect of increasing
N. In Table 1, within each pair of rows, all parameters except N are held constant. In the first
pair of rows, the increase in N raises ye, b, y=, and p* and lowers ym, # and q5. In the second pair,
yi, y, and p* move in the opposite direction. The final pair show that an increase in N has an
ambiguous effect on ye, b, and c. Hence, we can draw no conclusions about the effect of N on
the probability of manipulation, the profits from it, the post-bid stock price, or the bid.
TABLE 1
N I k ao al 7 Yc b yi y _*_$_
10 5 2 1 5 1.31 1.327 1.065 0.902 1.2196 0.808 0.678
100 5 2 1 5 1.33 1.333 1.066 0.901 1.2199 0.802 0.669
40 30 2 1 5 1.15 1.29 1.019 0.733 1.0422 0.749 0.298
400 30 2 1 5 1.32 1.33 1.018 0.743 1.0419 0.712 0.261
40 5 2 0.5 5 1.35 1.338 1.0073 0.971 1.3029 0.947 0.899
400 5 2 0.5 5 1.34 1.334 1.0067 0.973 1.3027 0.952 0.908
The last interesting comparative static is the effect of an increase in I. The SEC has, at least,
partial control over the number of shares that Ted can acquire before making a takeover bid. In
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our model, as can be seen in Table 2, an increase in k has ambiguous effects. In particular, yin, yi
and qk are not monotone in k.
TABLE 2
N k ao a1  7 yc b yi ym P*a
50 6 2 0.5 10 1.34 1.335 1.019 0.904 1.258 0.851 0.781
50 10 2 0.5 10 1.32 1.331 1.027 0.761 1.162 0.718 0.560
50 15 2 0.5 10 1.30 1.325 1.022 0.691 1.110 0.679 0.459
50 20 2 0.5 10 1.27 1.318 1.018 0.667 1.083 0.675 0.409
50 25 2 0.5 10 1.24 1.311 1.014 0.659 1.067 0.680 0.378
50 35 2 0.5 10 1.18 1.295 1.010 0.662 1.048 0.702 0.344
To explain the effects of manipulation, we contrast our equilibrium to the equilibrium when
manipulation is prohibited. In our simple model, this can be accomplished by prohibiting the sale
of shares by an individual while he has a takeover bid outstanding. In this case, one of the options
available in our model disappears. Tracing the consequences, we see that Ted's actions will now be
defined by which of lrc(y), Sri(y) and 0 (the profits from inactivity) is largest. In equilibrium, the
critical values y; and yc are defined by the same equations as in an i-form equilibrium and so the
equilibrium when manipulation is prohibited is qualitatively similar to an i-form equilibrium. This
immediately implies that if the costs of bidding are so large that we achieve an i-form equilibrium
when manipulation is possible, then there are no effects of a prohibition.
Alternatively, suppose that when manipulation is permitted, we have an im-form equilibrium.
Prohibiting manipulation alters y, but not ye. Examining figure 4, one sees that yim < y < yi. In
other words, the prohibition causes some of the manipulators, y E [yin, y'), to choose to be inactive
and the others, y E [y,y;), to be investors.
In an m-form equilibrium, the critical value for continuing with the bid falls and the critical
value for acquiring a position in the target rises as can be seen in figure 5. This means that a
prohibition on manipulation induces Ted to acquire control for lower valuations than he otherwise
would. One can show that ye > E[z | y] > p where p is the unconditional expectation of the value
of the firm under current management. This means that when manipulation is prohibited, more
efficient takeovers are undertaken. Since b = Ez |i> ye], the decrease in ye due to the prohibition
on manipulation implies that b falls. This makes Ted better off if he is a serious bidder.
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Turning to the effects on the stockholders, recall that we have assumed that they do not know
in advance whether or not they will be noise traders. From an ex ante point of view, conditional
on not being a noise trader, the stockholder's expected payoff per share is pt. To see this notice
first that if Ted takes over the firm, the stockholder receives the expectation of x conditional on
this event per share. In any other event, the stockholder retains his shares and hence receives
the expectation of z conditional on this event per share. Thus, conditional on not being a noise
trader, the stockholders do not care whether manipulation is prohibited or not. However, due to
the lemon's problem created by manipulation, a noise trader's expected payoff per share is less
than p. Hence, prior to learning whether she will be a noise trader, each stockholder prefers the
prohibition on manipulation.
Lastly, we can determine the effects of prohibiting manipulation on Ted's willingness to acquire
information about potential targets. We showed that prohibiting manipulation makes Ted better
off if his valuation is high because he acquires control with a lower bid. Of course, if Ted intended
to manipulate, he is worse off as he must accept an action that yields a lower payoff. Therefore,
if Ted has prior information about his valuation before undertaking search, the prohibition en-
courages search by bidders who are likely to be serious and discourages search by those likely to
be manipulators. If search were done in the expectation that Ted would make profits through
manipulation, the search costs are a deadweight social loss. Therefore, prohibiting manipulation
will result in an increase in social welfare for two reasons. First, those bidders who are likely to
undertake an efficient takeover are encouraged to search. Second, those who are likely to engage
in socially inefficient search in order to earn profits through manipulation are discouraged. On the
other hand, if the bidder does not have private information, it is possible that a prohibition, by
eliminating one source of profits, may reduce search.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown that a bidder may earn profits by making a takeover bid solely
to manipulate the target firm's stock price. A bidder who intends to manipulate mimics a serious
bidder but, instead of completing the takeover attempt, he sells his initial position in the market
and then drops the bid. He earns profits because the market cannot tell if the bid is serious, so
the market price of the target firm's stock rises.
We have shown that prohibiting manipulation weakly increases the probability of an efficient
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takeover and weakly reduces the equilibrium bid. Thus, a prohibition promotes efficiency and
eliminates the transfer of wealth from noise traders to manipulators. However, by eliminating
one source of profits, it may reduce the bidder's incentives to search. If the bidder has no prior
information, then there may be a trade-off between increasing the probability of a serious bid given
that the target has been discovered and lowering the probability of the target being discovered. If,
on the other hand, the bidder has prior information, then the prohibition encourages him to search
if he is more likely to make a serious bid and discourages search if he is more likely to manipulate.
Clearly, there is much room for further research. For example, in our model, the market for the
target firm's stock opens once, after the bid is made. Instead, suppose that the market only opens
after the bidder's initial position is revealed but before a bid is actually made. If so, manipulation
of a different sort can occur - the manipulator can imitate both a serious bidder and an investor.
Presumably, the market interprets the purchase of an initial position as good news about z thereby
enabling the manipulator to earn profits and so there should be only minor differences between
this and our analysis.
A more interesting possibility, and one that we are currently pursuing, is if trade occurs
between the announcement of the acquisition of an initial position and the making of a bid as well
as after the bid is made. The analysis of this case is much more complex because the bidder can
now choose the manner in which he manipulates the stock price.
Another interesting issue is reputation effects. Suppose that the bidder can make subsequent
takeover attempts for other targets, and their value under his control is correlated with the value
of the first target.. In this case, the outcome of his future attempts may depend on what the bidder
reveals from his previous attempts. We have produced an example with two targets in which the
bidder acquires the initial target in order to enhance his ability to manipulate the stock price of
the second target. However, if the second target were not available, the bidder would have chosen
to manipulate the first target's stock price. We are currently pursuing this issue.
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Appendix
A sequential equilibrium is a vector of strategies and beliefs such that (1) given the beliefs,
each player's strategy is a best reply to the other players' strategies and, (2) where possible, the
beliefs satisfy Bayes' rule. We consider sequential equilibria which satisfy the following conditions.
First, in order to avoid trivial multiplicities, we assume that if a stockholder is indifferent between
tendering and not tendering, then he tenders. Second, we assume that if the bidder has bid less
than the expected value of x, then no stockholder tenders shares.1
Finally, we employ a Grossman-Perry type condition on beliefs. More specifically, if the
bidder deviates to a strategy that generates an off-the-equilibrium path action, a, there is no set
of valuations to which such a deviation can be attributed. That is, given the deviation and the
action, consider all possible sets of valuations for the bidder. For each such set, say Y, compute
the stockholders' best reply to the deviation given that they infer only that y E Y. Given that,
compute Y', the set of y for which the profits from the deviation (given the just computed best reply
of the stockholders) exceed their equilibrium path profits. Our condition requires that Y A Y'.
Intuitively, if Y = Y', the deviation can be interpreted as a credible signal that y E Y. If the
stockholders view the deviation in this way, then the deviation is profitable for all y E Y, breaking
the proposed equilibrium.
To prove Theorem 1, we begin by noting that, in equilibrium, any bid made must have a.
positive probability of success. This is true because bidding is costly so if the probability of success
is zero, the serious bidder earns negative profits. Recall that the manipulator can only earn profits
by emulating the serious bidder. The reason is that if he does not do so, then the market can infer
his intent. In this case, the stock price does not rise and so the manipulator earns negative profits
too. Thus, in the remainder of the appendix, we restrict our attention to bids that have a positive
probability of success. The case when the probability of success is one is straightforward and dealt
with in the proof of Theorem 1. We use the following 5 Lemmas to describe optimal behavior in
each stage when the probability of success is strictly between zero and one. Also, let xe(k, b, ic) be
the stockholders' expected value of a share if control is not transferred to the bidder given that
the bidder has acquired k shares, bid b and holds x shares after the market has closed. We will
suppress the arguments of ze when no confusion will arise.
Lemma 1: In stage 5, if z > b > ze, then the stockholders tender K - K shares. If
b > max{ze, z}, then all shares are tendered to the bidder. Otherwise, no shares are
tendered.
Proof. Suppose that b > max{xe, z}. Then it is a dominant strategy to tender every share. If
z > b > ze, then any vector of tendering strategies a = (°1,a2 , . .. ,oan) such that E, ; = K - K
forms an equilibrium. To see this, consider the i'^ stockholder. If she is tendering shares and
chooses to tender fewer shares, she causes the takeover to fail. As a result, any untendered shares
1 In this situation, there may also be an equilibrium in which control is transferred to the bidder. This
equilibrium seems quite implausible and so we rule it out.
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were worth z and are now worth less, xe. Alternatively, if she is not tendering all of her shares and
if she tenders additional shares, she loses z - b > 0 per share. Hence, such a vector of tendered
shares is an equilibrium. Similar arguments show that no other vector of pure strategies is an
equilibrium. Finally, if z' > b, no shares are tendered by one of our equilibrium restrictions. It is
easy to see that the restriction has each stockholder choosing a best reply. I
Lemma 2: In stage 4, if b> ez*, then there exists a y* such that the bidder continues with
the bid if and only if y > y*. Otherwise, the bidder is indifferent between continuing
the bid and dropping it.
Proof: If z'x> b, then no shares are tendered and so the bidder is indifferent between continuing
and dropping the bid. By Lemma 1, if b > max{ze, z}, then every share is tendered. Hence, the
payoff from continuing the bid (ignoring sunk costs) is R(y) = Ny - (N - i)b. Define
+ 1 if R(y) < ,cE[x I|y],
y* = y if R(y) = KE[2 | y],
y otherwise.
Since dE[zly=y'] < 1 and K < N, R'(y) > , dE y'. Hence, the bidder continues if and only if
y > y*.
If z > b z*, then Lemma 1 implies that the bidder ends up with exactly K shares. His payoff
from continuing the bid (ignoring sunk costs) is R(y) = Ky - (K - ic)b. Define y* analogously.
Since .< k < K, again, the bidder continues if and only if y y*. I
Lemma 3: In equilibrium, all outstanding shares are tendered to the bidder.
Proof Since we are considering the case in which the probability of success is positive, Lemma
1 implies that if the stockholders are permitted to tender their shares, the bidder either ends up
owning all N of the shares or K of them. So, suppose that the bidder bids b, that the set of
valuations for which the bidder makes this bid and does not drop it is Y(b), and that the bidder
who continues ends up with K shares. That is, the stockholders tender K - x shares. If so, then
by Lemma 1, it must be true that z > b > E[x I Y E Y(b)]. Since we have assumed that p z,
p > E[z | y E Y(b)]. For this to be true, there must be some y E Y(b) such that E[x I y] < p.
Let y' be the smallest such y. By assumption, p = E[x I|y = p] and 0 < dEf"yI < 1. Therefore,
y' < E[x I|y = y'] < E[z | yE Y(b)] ; b. The payoff to a bidder with this valuation is
Ky' - (K - K)b + (k -K)p - ky - c(y')
=y'- b) + in(b - p) + k( p - p) - c( y').
where p is the market price at which the k - n~ shares were sold. If p < b, then it is optimal to sell
no shares, K = k. However, this payoff is negative when ,n = k. Hence, our hypothesized situation
cannot occur in equilibrium. If p 2 6, then the payoff is smaller than the bidder's payoff if he sells
all k shares in the market and then drops the bid, a contradiction. Hence, in equilibrium, no bid
that leads to the acquisition of K shares in total is made. I
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Lemma 4: In equilibrium, if the bidder intends to drop the bid, he sells all of his shares
in the market and if he does not intend to drop the- bid, he sells none.
Proof. First, we will establish that the stated strategy is a sequential equilibrium, then that it
satisfies our refinement, and finally that no other strategy does.
If the bidder intends to drop the bid and holds K shares, his payoff, ignoring sunk costs, is
KE[x | y]+ (k - c)p*. Hence, he either sells all shares or none (unless p* = E[x I y]). If he chooses
to hold all, the net effect is that he has taken an investment position and, in equilibrium, should
have avoided the bidding costs. Thus, except for a set of measure zero, a bidder who intends to
drop the bid sells all shares (K = 0).
Now, consider the bidder who intends to continue the bid. By hypothesis, nc = k and the bid
has a positive probability of success in equilibrium. Therefore, b 2 z*(k, b,nK). Further, Lemmas
1-3 establish that the computation of p* in the text is correct. Recall that p* is a weighted average
of b and w, the expected value of a share if the bid is dropped. By Lemma 2, only the high valuation
bidders continue and so X' > w. Since we are only considering the case when the probability of
success is strictly between zero and one, xe> . As a result, b > to and so b > p*. Therefore, it is
optimal for a bidder who intends to continue to not sell any shares (iv = k).
To see that these strategies also satisfy our refinement we must show that there is no set of
deviators, Y, and an optimal response by the stockholders such that the set of valuations for which
the deviation is more profitable, Y', is equal to Y. To see this, note that any bidder who intends
to drop the bid receives the same payoff regardless of the stockholders' tendering decisions. Hence,
the argument above shows that their profits must decline if they deviate to selling fewer shares.
Now, consider the continuers. Under the proposed strategies, by Lemma 3, all N - k shares
are tendered to the bidder. Now, consider a deviation to selling some shares. If the stockholders'
optimal response to a proposed set of deviators is tender all of the shares that the bidder does not
own, then there are no valuations for which the profits from the deviation exceed the profits from
selling no shares. The reason is that the only effect of the deviation is that any shares sold in the
market are repurchased for more than they were sold for. If the stockholders' optimal response is
to tender fewer shares, the bidder must acquire none. This is true because, by Lemma 3, we must
have b > z. By Lemma 1, this means that either the bidder ends up with every share or none.
If the bidder ends up with none, he has essentially taken an investment position and would have
made more profits by not bidding. Hence, the proposed strategies satisfy our refinement.
Lastly, we must show that there is no other equilibrium outcome. Suppose not. Then either
the manipulator holds some shares or the serious bidder sells some. Above, we showed that the
former is not even a sequential equilibrium. So consider the second possibility and let the number
of shares the serious bidder retains in equilibrium be nv. By Lemma 3, the serious bidder acquires
all outstanding shares, b z'(k, 5,nK). Consider a deviation to selling no shares when the market
is open. Given that a serious bidder receives all outstanding shares, the deviation is profitable
for all of the serious bidders in the candidate equilibrium because b > p* and they continue to
receive all outstanding shares. Hence, if Y', the set of valuations for which the deviation is more
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profitable, differs from the set of serious bidders, it is because some low valuation bidders switched
to continuing the bid. Therefore, the expectation of z conditional on Y' must be smaller than
Xe(k, b, n). Since b > max{xe, z}, we see that the stockholders' optimal response to the deviation
is to tender all outstanding shares as conjectured. This breaks the proposed equilibrium. I
Lemma 5: In equilibrium the only initial position is k and the only bid made with positive
probability is E[x | y > yc|.
Proof. Suppose that more than one bid is made with positive probability in equilibrium. Let b1 for
i E I denote the bids,2 where b, > bj for i < j. Let the associated initial holdings be k1 for i E I.
Recall that the manipulators only make bids that serious bidders make so that we must have serious
bidders making every bid. A serious bidder's payoff from (ki, bi) is Ny - (N - k; )b, - kip - c(y).
Independent of the bidder's valuation, y, this is decreasing in b, for a fixed k; and is increasing in k;
for a fixed b;. Hence, if the serious bidders are to make every bid, they must be indifferent between
all (ki, bi) pairs and we must have k > k, > k" for i < j. That is, for the set of hypothesized
equilibrium pairs of initial positions and bids, smaller initial positions must be associated with
smaller bids.
Let the set of serious bidders who bid b2 be Y(bi) for i E I and let b' = EiE1 b;Pr{y E Y(bi)}.
Consider the deviation to acquiring an initial position of k shares, bidding b', selling no shares in
the market and not dropping the bid. Let Y' be the set of bidders who deviate to this strategy
given that the stockholders respond to this deviation by tendering all shares. We must show that
(1) the deviation produces an off-the-equilibrium path action, (2) given the inference that y E Y',
the stockholders' optimal reply is to tender all shares to the bidder.
First, note that this the deviation produces an off-the-equilibrium path action. The reason is
that there can be no i such that (ki, bi) = (I, b') because k; would be the largest initial position and
it would be associated with a bigger bid, b; > b' by construction. Next, note that for a specified set
of initial positions, bids and market prices, the serious bidder's payoff is monotonically increasing
in y. This means that UiEIY(bi) must be an interval which includes g. Further, because the
deviation is to a lower bid and a larger initial position, all of these types prefer the deviation.
Thus, given that the stockholders tender all shares, Y' contains UiEIY(b;). If these sets are not
equal, then Y' includes some additional lower valuations. Next, note that, by hypothesis, the bids
succeed with positive probability which, by Lemma 1, implies that b= > E[zI y E Y(b;)]. Hence,
b' > E[z I y E UieiY(bi)]. Therefore, b' > E[x | y E Y']. This means that the stockholders' best
reply is to tender all shares to bidders who choose (k, b'). This means that our hypothesis is false.
There is no equilibrium with more than one bid.
Next, we show that the initial position is Ik. First, note that the investor's payoff is strictly
increasing in their initial position and so they will choose to acquire I in any equilibrium. Also,
recall that a necessary condition for the manipulators to make positive profits is that they emulate
the serious bidders. Thus, if we are to have an equilibrium with less than ik shares acquired as an
initial position, we must have some serious bidders choosing it. Also, since we have shown above
2 Note that I can be a finite set, countably infinite or an interval.
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that there is only one bid made in equilibrium, we know that there is only one initial position
taken in equilibrium. So, suppose that we have an equilibrium in which the serious bidders take an
initial position of k < k shares, and bid b1. Let the set of valuations for which the bidder is serious
be Y1, an interval that includes y. Since there is only one bid in equilibrium, we can compute the
critical values and the equilibrium buying price as functions of k and b1.
Consider a deviation to an initial position of k shares, the same bid, selling no shares in the
market and not dropping the bid. Since there was only one initial position taken by those who
bid, this deviation produces an off-the-equilibrium path action. Suppose that the set of bidders
who prefer the deviation is Y' and that the stockholders respond by tendering all of their shares.
Since the initial position is larger and the stockholders still tender all shares, every y E Y1 prefers
the deviation. Thus, Y' C Y1. If it is larger then some lower valuation bidders are also deviating.
This means that b1  E[z | y E Y'] and so the stockholders will tender every share. This means
that the candidate equilibrium does not satisfy our refinement. As a result, k shares is the initial
position acquired in any equilibrium.
Finally, we must show that the single bid made is E[x I y y] where yc is calculated as in the
text. In particular, this means that it is calculated given that the initial position is k. Since we
know that only one bid is made in equilibrium and that the initial position is k, we can compute the
critical values and the equilibrium buying prices as a function of the bid in the manner described in
the text. Thus, for a given bid say b1, we know that the set of serious bidders is y> y(bi). Since
the bid is to succeed with positive probability, we also know that b1 > E[x I y > y(fr)]. To see
that the equilibrium bid satisfies b = E[x I y > y(b)], suppose not. Then, b1 > E[z | y ye(b)].
Consider a deviation with the same initial position, b' = 4 - E for c> 0, selling no shares in the
market and not dropping the bid. Let Y' be the set of bidders who deviate to this strategy and
assume that the stockholders tender every share. From this, we can compute the set of valuations
for which the deviation is preferred. Since the bid is smaller and the number of shares tendered
is the same, every serious bidder in the candidate equilibrium prefers the deviation. Hence Y'
contains y yc(bi). If the sets differ, then some additional, lower valuations are deviating to
this strategy too. In either case, the continuity of the conditional expectation in y, implies that
b' > E[x I y E Y'] for E sufficiently small. Hence, the stockholders will tender every share and so we
have a contradiction. Therefore, the single bid made in equilibrium satisfies b = E[x I y : y(b)]. 3
At this point, we should note that the above Lemmas imply that the critical values and
the equilibrium buying'price have been calculated correctly in the text. Also, we note that the
probability of the bid being continued and succeeding is one for an i-form equilibrium. Thus, the
case when the probability of success is one is handled in the proof that an i-form exists and is
unique for certain parameter values.
T heorem 1: There is a unique equilibrium and, depending on the parameter values, it is
either an i-form, an im-form or an rn-form equilibrium.
Proof. (1) an i-form equilibrium: In the i-form, there is no manipulation. This means that p* = b
and that Vy E [yi, g], max{7r*(y), r'(y), 0} > irm (y). The former follows because the probability
that the bid is rnot dropped is one and the latter follows from the requirement that in an i-form,
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the upper envelope of Ted's payoffs must not include irm.
Thus, we must show that there are parameter values for which we get an i-form equilibrium
and then that for those parameters, the equilibrium is unique. To do the former, we begin by
describing the necessary conditions so that ,rm is not in the upper envelope of payoffs. Next, we
show that there are serious bidders and inactive bidders. This will be seen to be sufficient to ensure
that an i-form equilibrium exists and so our last task will be to prove that it is unique.
The parameter conditions that ensure that r' is not in the upper envelope are derived in three
steps. First, we show that s < y. To see this, suppose not. Then ri(p) < r*(p). Substituting
and rearranging shows this to be equivalent to 0 < (N - k)(p - b) - c(s). Since b > p, we have a
contradiction. Hence, p < y. Next, we appeal to the monotonicity of the payoff functions in y and
their relative slopes to show that a necessary and sufficient condition for max{rc(y),ri(y),0} >
7rm(y) V Y E [y, g] is that ri(p)> 2 '(p). Recall that zit(y) = (E[x |y]-p)k. Since E[x I|y = p] = p
this means that irt(p) = 0. Finally, recall that, in the text, we showed that
o9r*(y) 1Br.$(y) or'(y)
By ay OBy
Combining these two facts, we see that the necessary and sufficient condition for 7rm to not be
part of the upper envelope is that 7ri(p) 2 T f(p), which is equivalent to ir"(p) < 0. Since
7"(pu)= (p* - p)k - c(p), substituting for p*, which equals the bid, the condition becomes
(Al) y + > E[x | yI yJ.
Hence, if (Al) holds, x m is not part of the upper envelope.
Now, we show that there are inactivc bidders and serious bidders. The former are those
valuations for which the payoffs from manipulating, investing and being a serious bidder are all
negative. Again, because of the relative slopes, the set of inactive bidders when no manipulation
occurs is the set of valuations for which iri(y) < 0. Above, we showed that ,ri(p) = 0 so that
monotonicity implies that the set of inactive bidders is [k, y). By assumption, y < p so there are
inactive bidders. To show That there are serious bidders, we must show that ye < where y, is
defined by ri(yc) = (ye). Again, by monotonicity, this follows if T"(9) < r*(y). To show this,
suppose not. Then 7rc(i) = N - (N - k)b - c(g) - kp where b = E[: | y g] =E[z y = ].
By hypothesis, this must less than or equal to rir(y) which is equal to (E[x y = g] - p)k. SettingXC(y) < iri(g) and rearranging yields
N( - E[x I y = g]) - c(g) < 0.
However, one of our maintained assumptions is that this is positive. Hence, we have a contradiction
and concdude that ye <:g and that the set of serious bidders is y E [yec, YJ.
What we have shown to this point is that the only additional restriction on the parameter
values (other than those restrictions maintained throughout the analysis) that is needed to generate
an i-form equilibrium is (Al). All that is left for now is to show that if we have an i-form then
it is unique. To see this, note that in an i-form, there is no manipulation and so p* = b. Further,
we showed in Lemma 53 that in any equilibrium there is one initial position, k, and one bid made
which satisfies b = E[x I |y 2 ye(b)]. Hence, to show uniqueness, we must show that there is only
one bid that satisfies this equation and that the critical values are uniquely defined. The former is
straightforward and the latter is a simple consequence of the monotonicity of the payoffs and the
fact that
Br*(y) aox'(y) arm(y)
Thus, we have provided the parameter condition (Al) that generates an i-form equilibrium
and have shown that if there is an i-form equilibrium, then there is only one i-form equilibrium.
(2) an im-form equilibrium: In this form of equilibrium, each activity must be optimal for some
set of valuations. By monotonicity and the relative slopes of the payoffs, we see that the set of
inactive bidders is [y, ym), the set of manipulators is [y, yi ) , the set of investors is [yi, ye) and the
set of serious bidders is [yc, ]. In equilibrium, each of the critical values is found by determining
the valuation which is indifferent between the two relevant activities. We will find it useful to
define these critical values as functions of the buying price in order to more readily prove existence
and uniqueness for this equilibrium form.
We proceed as follows. First, we derive the parameter conditions necessary to correctly order
the critical values. Next, we show that the critical values are uniquely defined for each buying
price in the relevant range. From this, we are able to show that an im-form equilibrium exists.
Finally, we show that for this set of parameter restrictions, the im-form equilibrium is unique.
Since yc is defined by indifference between investing and making a serious bid, it is defined
by the same condition as in an i-form equilibrium and so our demonstration that y. < y for an
i-form carries over exactly. Next, we need to show that y, < y. This is equivalent to showing that
1ri(yi) > 7rc(y*).4 Substituting gives
(A2) kE[x | y = y2] > Ny;--(N-k)E[xzI|y2ye].-c(y;).
If it holds, we will have an im-form. If it does not, then we will have an m-form equilibrium.
Next, we need to show that y; > p. Because of the relative slopes, this will be true if rm(p)> 0.
Recall that this is exactly the reverse of the necessary condition for an i-form to occur. Hence, if
(Al) is violated, then 7r m (p) > 0 and so y; > pc. To see that y,~1 <Iy, note that r m (p) > 0. Since
m is increasing and continuous in y, this implies that y,,r, which satisfies 7rm(ym) = 0 must be
less than p. Finally, we need -o show that y < y. So, suppose not. Then since # < 4, we have
that p < E[x | y ( [yi, ye)]. Since iri(p) = 0,~y, > p which implies that E[z | y E [yj, ye)j > p. This
means that E[x | y ( [y;j, ye)] <ip which implies that Icp - c(y) < Iky for all yi. Therefore, if an
im-form exists, then y < yr..
* The careful reader will recall that that Lemma was proved under the assumption that the bid succeeded with
positive probability, less than one. However, a quick look at that proof will show that our arguments readily
extend to the case when the probability of success is one.
4 The reader may wish to refer to figure 2.
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This lengthy analysis shows that the critical values will be correctly ordered in an im-form
if (Al) does not hold and (A2) does. Next, we show that these critical values can be defined as
functions of the buying price and that existence of equilibrium is equivalent to finding a buying
price that is a fixed point for (A3) defined below.
Recall that yrn is the valuation for which the bidder is indifferent between being inactive and
manipulating-O = rm (ym). Using the definition of ir m , this is equivalent to 0 = k(p - p) - c(yr ).
This equation implicitly defines yr as a function of p. Next, recall that y; is defined by r "(y=) =
7r(y=). Rewriting, kp - c(y=) = E[z Iy = y;]k, which implicitly defines y; as a function of p. Lastly,
yc is defined by 1r'(ye) = ir*(ye). Rewriting, E[z Iy = y,]k = Nye -(N-k)b-c(ye). In an im-form,
we see that ye is independent of p because the buying price does not affect either the payoff from
investing or the payoff from making a serious bid.. However, when we consider an m-form below,
ye will be defined by indifference between manipulating and making a serious bid. Hence, in that
form ye will be a function of the buying price. To avoid unnecessary repetition, we will write ye as
a function of the buying price here and keep in mind that changes in p have no effect on yC.
Now, recall that p* = OE[x I y >y]+ (1 - 4)E[z I y E [ym, y;)], where use is being made of
Lemma 5. Thus, we can characterize equilibrium as a fixed point of this function. Substituting
for 4, 4 and b, the right hand side is P(ym, y;, ye). Thus, equilibrium is characterized by p* =
P(yr(p*), y;(p*), yc(p*)). Writing P explicitly,
- 7(1 - F(ye) + F(y;) - F(ym))P = E[z I y > yc, y E [Yn, y)]
7(1 - F(yc) + F(y,) - F(ym)) + k(F(y) - F(ym))
k(F(yi) - F(ym)) F(YErn))L
(A3) 7(1 - F(ye) + F(y,) - F(ym)) + k(F(yi) - F(yr))
=3 [fiE[x |Iy]f(y)dy + E[z |Iy]f(y)dy] + j E[x|y]f(y)dy,
where A = 7(1 - F(y0 ) + F(y=) - F(ym)) + I(F(y;) - F(ym)).
Since we seek a buying price that satisfies this equation, we will find it useful to abuse notation
and write P(yr (p), y(p), yc(p)) as P(p). Thus, to show existence, notice that P is continuous in
p. Next observe that at p = p, there is no valuation for which the bidder manipulates. Therefore
P(p) = b > p. Next, observe that at p = b, there is a measurable set of valuations for which the
bidder manipulates and so P(b) < b. Hence, there exists a p* such that p* = P(p*) which implies
that when (Al) does not hold and (A2) does, an im-form equilibrium exists.
Consequently, all that is left is to show that under these parameter restrictions, there is only
one im-form equilibrium. Again, from above, this is equivalent to showing that there is only one
solution to p* = P(p*). To see this, differentiate (A3) with respect to p to obtain
- =- -7(y)[E I | yc] - P]-* + (7 + k)f(yig)[E[z |~~ y]-P]-!
(A4) dp A dp dp
-(7+ ke)f(yn)[E[x j y.r] - P
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As we noted above, in an im-form equilibrium, yc is not a function of p so the first term of (A4) is
zero. Using the defining equations for y; and y~1, differentiation gives L > 0 and < 0. Thus,
we need the relationship between P and the conditional expectations to sign (A4). Evaluating at
a solution and using the definition of y; we see that p* > E[x Iy = y;]. Further, since E[x I y]
is increasing in y, we have p* > E[x y = ym]. Substituting all of this into (A4), we see that
dp < 0 at any equilibrium. Thus, the equilibrium is unique.
dp qe
(3) an rn-form equilibrium: In an m-form equilibrium, there is no y such that taking an investment
position is optimal. That is, Vy E [y, y), max{rm (y), rC(y), 0} > wi(y). From the discussion of
the im-form, we know that the parameter conditions for this are that neither (Al) nor (A2) hold.
Given this, we must show that the two critical values satisfy y < ym < p ys < . The im-form
analysis carries over to tell us that y < ym < it because the condition that defines y,, in the im-form
is the same as in the m-form. In the m-form, y is defined by kp = Ny 0 - (N - k)E[x| y yc].
To see that the remaining inequalities hold, observe that, in an m-form equilibrium, the buying
price must be strictly between y and b. Since rr (p) = Nyp- (N -Ic)b-c(p) and rm (p) = kp -c(p),
we see that rC(p) < 7rm ( ). Combined with our results on the relative slopes of these functions,
this means that y4 < yc. Next, since p < b, rC(g) > r"(§), and so y < p.
To complete the proofs of uniqueness and existence, we can follow the same reasoning as in the
im-form. Define the function P as above noting that it is now a function of ym and ye. Analogous
computations then complete the proof.
(4) equilibria are mutually exclusive: We have shown that if (Al) holds, we have an i-form and
that in order to have either an im-form or an m-form, (Al) must not hold. Hence, to show
mutual exclusivity, we need only show that we cannot have both an im-form and an m-form
simultaneously. The mutual exclusivity of the im-form and the m-form is straightforward. Simply
compute the critical values, the bid, and the equilibrium buying price as if we have an im-form
equilibrium. Check (A2). If it is satisfied, we have an im-form and we know that we cannot have
an m-form. If (A2) is not satisfied, recompute to obtain the m-form. I
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